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1 message
Answer PIA <answer.piat@ugm.ac.id> Fri, Dec 13, 2019 at 4:00 PM
To: Gita Indah Budiarti <gita.indah@che.uad.ac.id>
Dear author(s)
Based on the Editors review of your revised paper, it’s been determined that your ar cle s ll requires revision before the status changed into ACCEPTED and it can be published.
Please find in the a achment below your manuscript with some notes from the Editors. Author can revise the manuscript and upload a new version no later than 17 December
2019. The new paper must be uploaded over the last version, just click on your paper  tle and upload the new version (mandatory).
The revised manuscript is uploaded over the earlier version, thus replacing it.
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1 message
Trans Tech Publications <authors@scientific.net> Mon, Apr 27, 2020 at 6:46 PM
To: Gita Indah Budiarti <gita.indah@che.uad.ac.id>
Materials Science & Engineering 
Online periodicals
Paper: «Quality Improvement of Recycled Paper with Extracted Xylan from Corncobs»
Book: «Waste and Biomass Application»
 
Dear Gita Indah Budiarti,
We are very pleased to announce that in 2 months’ time your article «Quality Improvement of Recycled
Paper with Extracted Xylan from Corncobs» will be published online in «Waste and Biomass
Application».
In your scientific.net account you can view the PDF version for your personal use only.
Your login credentials are:
Login: gita.indah@che.uad.ac.id
Password: XegVQ377
In your account you will also find information about additional opportunities such as OPEN ACCESS,
OFFPRINTS and PREPRINTS. Please contact us for any information and interest.
We hope you enjoyed working with us. It has been a pleasure to collaborate with you, and we trust to
be in touch soon for further publication opportunities with Scientific.net!
Best regards, 
The Publishing Team, Scientific.net 
P.S. Our journal Nano Hybrids and Composites is open for free-submission papers. You are welcome





Follow this link to submit your request
Trans Tech Publications Inc. 
Kapellweg 8, CH-8806 Baech,
Switzerland
Fax: 41 (44) 922 10 33
E-Mail: office@scientific.net
 
© 2020 Scientific.Net. All rights reserved
Do you want to unsubscribe from this mailing? Follow this link
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Trans Tech Publications <authors@scientific.net> Wed, Jun 24, 2020 at 1:24 PM
To: Gita Indah Budiarti <gita.indah@che.uad.ac.id>
 
Materials Science & Engineering 
Online periodicals
Paper: «Quality Improvement of Recycled Paper with Extracted Xylan from Corncobs»
Book: «Waste and Biomass Application»
 
Dear Gita Indah Budiarti,
We would like to thank you for the great work you did to help produce this new book, which contains your article
«Quality Improvement of Recycled Paper with Extracted Xylan from Corncobs» and which can now be found
online.
Waste and Biomass Application
https://www.scientific.net/book/waste-and-biomass-application/978-3-0357-3698-4
Please forward this mail to your colleagues who might be interested in this field of research.
Thank you very much for your time and support.
Kind regards,
Scientific.net Publishing Team
P.S. Dear Author, please also read this attractive news:
A special discount for the print book or ebook with your paper(s)
The new Specialised Collection volume Membranes and Membrane Technologies II is online at
scientific.net/SC.9/book. Access to the back volumes can be obtained with 35% discount. Please write to
subscriptions@scientific.net
Foundations of Materials Science and Engineering is open for publishing your monograph. You are
welcome to publish your research findings, which can become the best-selling scientific book thanks to:
- your author’s quality
- Author-Friendly Editor Tool
- International Indexing
- Publishing Ethics
Follow this link to submit your request
Trans Tech Publications Inc. 
Kapellweg 8, CH-8806 Baech,
Switzerland
Fax: 41 (44) 922 10 33
Fax: 41 (44) 922 10 33
E-Mail: office@scientific.net
 
© 2020 Scientific.Net. All rights reserved
 
 
 
